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Abstract 
With the development of intelligent dispatching, the intelligence level of network control center full-service urgent 
need to raise. As an important daily work of network control center, the application of maintenance scheduling 
intelligent arrangement to achieve high-quality and safety operation of power grid is very important. By analyzing the 
shortages of the traditional maintenance scheduling software, this paper designs a power grid maintenance scheduling 
intelligence arrangement supporting system based on power flow forecasting, which uses the advanced technologies 
in maintenance scheduling, such as artificial intelligence, online security checking, intelligent visualization 
techniques. It implements the online security checking of maintenance scheduling based on power flow forecasting 
and power flow adjusting based on visualization, in order to make the maintenance scheduling arrangement more 
intelligent and visual. 
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1.Introduction 
The rapid development of smart grid requires more intelligent dispatching operation, and the 
traditional experience-based dispatching mode can not meet the new demands. It must be combined with 
the advancement of information technology in order to create intelligent dispatching [1]. Maintenance 
program as an important network control center daily operations, maintenance planning to achieve the 
intelligent safe operation of power quality is very important. 
Nowadays, software for maintenance scheduling automatic arrangement commonly used in power 
system established the device topology model during the whole network by means of SCADA system, 
MIS systems and GIS systems, and carried out the arrangement of maintenance scheduling and checking 
of feasibility which based on outage rules and electrical network topology analysis on the basis [2-3]. 
However, the following shortages still exist: 
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y Lack of quantitative safety verification of the operation mode in checking and analyzing the 
maintenance scheduling, it cannot give the specific influence on the power grid security caused 
by the implementation of maintenance scheduling. As for the maintenance scheduling which 
may result in overload, it cannot provide auxiliary support on the operation mode adjustment for 
dispatchers; 
y The application way of visualization technology is obsolete in arrangement process of 
maintenance scheduling, the way of human-computer interaction is unitary, the information 
content demonstrated by graphical interface is limited, lack of the effective information display 
mode, and it costs users’ massive time to analyze, compute and adjust the magnanimous 
information of maintenance, and it has not formed the interaction between the user and the 
software.   
Therefore, this paper has designed a power grid intelligence arrangement supporting system based on 
power flow forecasting (referred to maintenance scheduling intelligence arrangement supporting system), 
this system adopts artificial intelligence, online security checking, intelligent visualization technologies 
and so on in the electrical network maintenance scheduling arrangement, and it has realized online 
security check of maintenance scheduling based on power flow forecasting and power flow adjustment 
based on visualization, and it made arrangement work more convenient and quickly, and fully guaranteed 
system can operate safely, reliably, economically, avoided repetition outage in a maximum extent, 
reduced user and power supply enterprise's outage loss.   
2.System Overview 
The maintenance scheduling intelligence arrangement supporting system is a auxiliary support system 
of electrical network dispatching scheduling based on the new generation of intelligence EMS, and it 
provides the data support fully for arranging maintenance scheduling by using the essential data of EMS, 
and it takes the important step in achieving intelligence of dispatching full-service, and it provides more 
comprehensive and more intelligent decision support for electrical network dispatching. It’s major 
function is to achieve the intelligent arrangement and optimization of maintenance data of equipment, and 
to carry out security checking of maintenance on the basis of the power flow forecasting, and to analyze 
quantitatively the influence on the power grid security caused by the implementation of maintenance 
scheduling, and to provide a strong decision support for scheduling arrangement, dispatching operation 
and other services by means of the combination of the Knowledge Base and Inference of artificial 
intelligence technology. System software structure is shown in Figure 1. 
Figure 1. Figure of system software structure 
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3.System Features 
Main function modules of the system include: 
y Basic data management module. It manages operational data of the network equipment, basic 
data of maintenance, and constraints data of power-off maintenance, and provides data support 
for maintenance scheduling intelligence arrangement safety checking. 
y Maintenance information management module. It manages month maintenance scheduling, day 
maintenance scheduling, and power-off maintenance rules knowledge base, displays 
categorically the content of month maintenance scheduling and day maintenance scheduling, 
provides the operation of adding, modifying, deleting and so on. 
y User Management module. It sets different permissions for different users, and avoids the wrong 
operation which resulted in the abnormal operation of network scheduling, and meets the 
security and reliability requirements of system operation. 
y Load forecasting module. It achieves the load forecasting of 30-day maximum operating mode of 
the next month and the load forecasting of 24-point of the next day on the basis of historical load 
data, and provides forecast data of f power bus load for power flow forecasting module. 
y Power flow forecasting module. According to power grid structure, power generation plan, 
contact line plan, the bus load forecast data on similar days, considering the constraints of safe 
operation of power grid, it carried out data fitting of the power flow section, and predicts the 
power flow section which is similar to the future operation of power grid, and provides the basic 
section data for security check of maintenance scheduling and evaluation of operating mode. 
y Maintenance scheduling arrangement module. It implements intelligent optimization of 
maintenance data of equipment, considers a variety of maintenance constraints conditions and 
economic, reliability, and other multi-objective optimization, in order to meet the security, 
economic and reliable operation of the network. 
y Network analysis module. Including network topology, flow calculation, static security analysis, 
it mainly be used for security checking of maintenance scheduling, and it also provides basic 
calculation and analysis function for other advanced applications software. 
y Line loss analysis module. It analyzes power loss of power flow section after the pre-
implementation of maintenance scheduling, and can classifies according to voltage levels, device 
type, power plants and stations and other conditions and compile statistics of power loss and 
reactive loss. 
y Reliability assessment module. It analyzes sufficient of power flow section after the pre-
implementation of maintenance scheduling, and generates reliability assessment report, and 
reflects the fluencies of the grid reliability cased by the implementation of the maintenance 
scheduling according to the probability of load shedding, frequency of load shedding, expected 
loss of energy, system severity index and other sufficient indicators. 
y Visualization aided analysis module. It achieves point diagram editing and feasibility check of 
maintenance scheduling through graphical interaction, displays power flow analysis and limited 
conditions by dynamic graphic, and adjusts to achieve power flow data by means of graphical 
interaction. 
4.Security checking of maintenance scheduling based on power flow forecasting 
The security checking of maintenance scheduling is important for the security and stability of power 
system operation. The common method of security checking is to carry out the power flow calculation 
and N-1 security analysis, check if the voltage of each bus is within the scope of its permit, check if the 
lines and transformers are overloaded, judge if the operation mode can ensure the security of power 
system operation. Therefore, the security checking of maintenance scheduling needs to calculate based on 
an operation mode data in future moment. It means to cut the maintenance equipment on the forecasting 
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operation data, adjust the power flow data until the flow data can ensure the security of power system 
operation, carry out security checking of maintenance scheduling. 
4.1.The basic principles of power flow forecasting 
Power flow forecasting is based on current flow data or sections of a particular historical flow data 
and the results of load forecasting and generation planning, forecasting the flow data of the future time [4-
5]. Taking into account of the characteristics of maintenance scheduling, this paper researches and 
designs the application of short-term power flow forecasting. To simplify the calculation, make the 
following assumptions: 
y The changing rate of each load power in forecasting moment is equal to the moment of similar 
date; 
y The power factor in forecasting moment is equal to the moment of similar date; 
y The terminal voltage of the generator as PV node in forecasting moment is equal to the moment 
of similar date; 
y The rate of network loss active power in forecasting moment is equal to the moment of similar 
date; 
The procedure of Short-term power flow forecasting is as follows:  
Step 1: Choose the operation mode of the similar date by artificial and read the data of network 
topology model; 
Step 2: Import the plan of new equipment put into operation, add new equipment in the network 
topology model and input device parameters; 
Step 3: Import the data of bus load forecasting, generation schedule, plan of tie-line schedule, and 
modify the active and reactive power of the nodes injections; 
Step 4: Calculate the difference value between active power output and the active power summation 
of load and network loss, and judge if the active power of power system is balance; 
Step 5: If the active power of power system is balance, begins power flow calculation; if not, 
calculates the total margin of active power output of the generators, allocates the difference value of 
active power to each generator based on the adjusting strategy of generators’ power, and adjusts the active 
power of each generator until the system active power balance; 
Step 6: Begins power flow calculation, and judges if calculation convergence; if convergence, judge if 
the system exits the situations of over limited; if not, begins the adjustment of power flow until 
calculation convergence; 
 Step 7: If it exits, begins the adjustment of power flow until the situations disappears; if not, 
generates the data of power flow forecasting. 
4.2.Security checking of maintenance scheduling based on power flow forecasting 
Security checking of maintenance schedule is based on the data of power flow forecasting, cut 
maintenance equipment in turn, calculate power flow, analyze network topology model, adjust the data of 
power flow, and generate the data of power system after maintenance schedule implemented. Then 
calculate power flow again and analyze N-1 security in order to quantitative analyze the effect of 
maintenance schedule for the security of power system. 
The procedure is as follows: 
Step 1: Choose the date of maintenance schedule needed to be check security by artificial and read the 
data of maintenance schedule and power flow forecasting. 
Step 2: Cut maintenance equipment in turn which is included in the data of network topology model 
made by power flow forecasting and analyze the network topology model; 
Step 3: Judge if the system is separated. If the system separated, re-generate the data of power flow; 
Step 4: Calculate the power flow and judge if the calculation is convergence;  
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Step 5: If the calculation is not convergence, there are some problems in the data of power flow and it 
needs to be adjusted in order to ensure security operation of power system after the maintenance schedule 
implementation; If the calculation is convergence, judge if there is over limited situation in power system; 
Step 6: If there is over limited situation in power system which means the maintenance schedule will 
be harmful for security operation of power system, it need to corrected control until the over limited 
situation disappears and power system run normally. 
Step 7: If there is not over limited situation in power system, then carry out the N-1 security analysis, 
and find the potential causes and weaknesses of the power system after the maintenance schedule 
implemented. 
The process of program design is shown in Figure 2. 
Figure 2. Flow chart of security analysis of maintenance scheduling based on power flow forecasting 
5.Power flow adjusting based on visualization 
The process of power flow forecasting and maintenance scheduling security checking more involves 
the power flow adjusting. When the power flow calculation does not converge or the system has the more 
limited, the data of power flow need to be adjusted in order to obtain the power flow data of power grid 
safety operation. The adjustment methods commonly used for power flow calculate the means include 
adjusting current generator output, adjusting the load size, adjusting the transformer tap, adjusting the 
reactive power output of the nodes, solving the problem about over limited of the PV and PQ nodes, and 
so on. 
If the operators are not familiar with the system structure and parameters, the process of power flow 
adjusting will be very difficult, or even do not know where to adjust. Even more familiar with the system, 
the operators can make some adjustments based on experience and can not guarantee that such adjustment 
be effective. And the adjustment process needs to be repeated so that a lot of time and energy wasted on 
the power flow adjusting. Power flow adjusting has thus become the most difficult and tedious work of 
the traditional operation mode [6]. 
The power flow adjusting based on visualization makes the combination of graphics operation and 
data adjusting based on the graphics display. On the one hand, it makes the graphic element of grid 
equipment associated with the power flow calculation data. According to the graphic element operation of 
the equipment, it can adjust power flow calculation, and creates the report about power flow adjusting 
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process automatically, and saves a lot of operator’s time. On the other hand, it reflects the power flow 
calculation results on the display interface of the network wiring diagram after power flow calculation, 
and makes operators to understand the power flow distribution and over limited situation of power system 
vividly and directly. The program design framework is shown in Figure 3. 
Figure 3. Frame chart of power flow adjusting based on visualization 
6.Conclusions 
By analyzing the shortages of the traditional maintenance scheduling software, this paper designs a 
power grid maintenance scheduling intelligence arrangement supporting system based on power flow 
forecasting, which use the advanced technologies in maintenance scheduling, such as artificial 
intelligence, online security checking, intelligent visualization techniques. It implements the online 
security checking of maintenance scheduling based on power flow forecasting and power flow adjusting 
based on visualization, in order to make the maintenance scheduling arrangement more intelligent and 
visual. 
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